
LEADING CHANGE THROUGH
COLLABORATION LANGUAGE

Tool CLW6.06 will contribute to you
embedding sustainable internal
collaboration within your organisation by a
simple tweaking of the language in your
key documentation.
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Over 3,000 leaders and
senior managers
have attended one or more
facilitation or taught sessions in the
SSA collaborative transformation
programmes.

Over 500 public sector
organisations
in local government, NHS, police, fire,
housing, HE and FE are applying the
SSA toolkits in their collaborative
working.

Over 300 recognised
practitioners and architects
SSA awards Collaborative
Transformation Practitioner and
Architect recognition, as part of the
Postgraduate Certificate in
Collaborative Transformation, in
partnership with Canterbury Christ
Church University and CIPFA

Over 200 online tools,
templates and techniques
for use across the partners in
collaborative transformation and
shared services, which can accelerate
the development time of the projects
and deliver savings and outcomes
more quickly.

The benefits of these tools
to your collaboration projects
and your partnerships
What are the benefits of these tools to
you and your colleagues?

For your organisation: It gives confidence to leaders to know
that all their employees have access to a range of tools for building
collaborative advantage across their organisation.

For your partnerships: These tried and tested tools will help
accelerate your collaborations, ensuring they are set on strong
foundations from the outset, and will avoid the expensive pitfalls
experienced in too many partnerships.

For staff and project teams: Your staff can apply over 200 tried
and tested tools, templates and techniques in any collaborative
settings and across many sectors (local and central government, fire,
police, HE, FE, schools, health & social care, housing and third
sector). This gives them the confidence to be successful in their
role, no matter who the partners are.

Enquire about sessions for your department, or team, by emailing
Dominic.Wallace@sharedservicearchitects.co.uk

…or phone Dominic on 0333 939 8909

In-house, taught sessions
on applying the tools can be arranged.

These are pathway seminars to the Postgraduate Certificate in
Collaborative Transformation at Canterbury Christ Church University

Accelerating the effectiveness of individuals and teams working on:
Improved collaborative working within your organisation - Shared services - Multi-partner community safety

Alternative models of partnership - Blue-light integration - NHS transformation
Combined authorities partnerships - Health and social care programmes

mailto:jfoad@sharedservicearchitects.co.uk
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Tool: CLW6.06
LEADING CHANGE
THROUGH COLLABORATION LANGUAGE

Tool CLW6.06 will contribute to you
embedding sustainable internal collaboration
within your organisation by a simple tweaking
of the language in your key documentation.

When we are teaching our postgraduate
programmes we often ask the senior managers
who attend, what mechanisms are in place for
rewarding and recognising staff who
successfully work on collaborative projects?
The majority admit that they don’t have any.

Whilst they tell their staff to act collaboratively,
the policies and documentation of the
organisation work against it, especially in
relation to appraisals, competency reviews and
KPIs in which the language remains geared to
reward silo working.

Collaborative working almost has the status of
a ‘black-op’ project, carried out covertly, on
top of the day job.

How can bureaucracy help you lead
collaboratively?

Academic study of what has gone well in
collaboration, and the failures too1, evidence
that the job of a leader is first, to ensure that
the team will know things will not be the same
any more.

Second, to ensure people understand what will
change, what will stay the same, and when it
will all happen.

Third, the leader needs to provide the right
environment for people to try out new ways of
doing things2.

Most of the literature indicates that strong
leadership with effective change management,
project management and communication
capabilities are essential requirements for
dealing with resistance to change3.

This tool supports you in harnessing the
communication capabilities of your organisation.

A key way of achieving that is to change the
written language in the key documents which
influence the culture and bureaucracy of the
organisation.

The spoken language of your leadership will be
important, but if you lead a large organisation,
then you may not be frequently heard by the
people you need to reach.

So how can you have high impact on the key
areas of ‘…both the formal process and hierarchy
sides of organisations as well as the shadow and
informal systems where gossip and personal
networks exist4’?

The answer is by making changes to the
language in the documentation that most
influences your employees.

What kind of documents do your staff
pay attention to?

There are possibly three types of documents in
your organisation that your staff pay attention
to.

1. The reward documents: which enable
employees to be recognised as successful
in their work. They could relate to
performance, promotion or increases in
pay. They could be as simple as the
mention in the staff magazine.

So, does the wording in their contract
confirm an expectation that they will work
collaboratively within the organisation?
That part of a manager’s role is to seek out
opportunities for cross-departmental, or
cross-service working that can gain
efficiency and improvement outcomes?

1 The academic study of collaboration is called Inter-
organisational Relations
2 Cameron, E. & Green M. (2012) Making Sense of
Change Management. 3rd Edition. London. Kogan Page.
P320.

3 Ibid
4 Higgs M & Rowland D (2010) Emperors With Clothes
On: The Role Of Self Awareness In Developing Effective
Change Leadership Journal of Change Management vol10
no 4 pp369-385

Whilst they tell
their staff to
act
collaboratively,
the policies and
documentation
of the
organisation
work against it,
especially in
appraisals,
competency
reviews and
KPIs in which
the language
remains geared
to reward silo
working.
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Are
promotional
job adverts,
worded to
indicate that
preference
will be given
to employees
evidencing
collaborative
working?

How to use this tool:

Tool CLW6.06 will contribute to you
embedding sustainable internal
collaboration within your organisation by
a simple tweaking of the language in your
key documentation.

It is about making changes to the language
in the documentation that most influences
your employees.

Step 1: Working with your HR team and
other key SMT members, list all the
documents in your organisation that
influence and codify your employees’ ways
of working.

Step 2: Draw up a three-column table
similar to the one on the opposite page
and list all the documents down the first
column.

Step 3: Work together to populate the
middle column with ways in which the
documentation can be modified so that
employees are influenced to develop a
collaborative attitude in their work.

Step 4: In the final column, list who
needs to sanction the change to the
wording (you may have to discuss some
documents with staff groups and trade
unions) and also who will carry out the
changes.

Step 5: Set a timeline for completion of
the changes to the documents. Each
month, for the next 18 months, ensure
that you publicly reward and recognise
employees who adopt the new
collaborative behaviours.

Are promotional job adverts worded to
indicate that preference will be given to
employees evidencing collaborative
working? Do their competency statements
and appraisal documents do the same?

2. The operational guidelines for working in the
organisation. For example, do the forms
that must be completed for procurement
or obtaining project funding ask employees
to evidence how the request (assuming it is
not minor) will benefit cross-department
working?

Similar tests could be embedded in your
organisation’s project and programme
management methodologies that employees
are required to be follow.

3. The strategic documents that are released by
you and your senior management team. Do
they contain a language of collaboration and
set an expectation of seeking out shared
projects as preferred way of working?

Do your documents, newsletters, emails,
videos, etc illustrate clearly that ‘silo working’
was the old way of working and must be
proven to be more effective than if the
work were to be done collaboratively.

The message is clear that you must change the
language of the organisation. So that from
payroll to project management, from board
room to frontline delivery, where appropriate,
collaboration ‘is the way we do things around here’.
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Tool: CLW6.06
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What documents and
policies could be

changed?

What needs to be done
to modify the document to

favour collaborative working?

Who needs to sanction
and carry out the

modification?
All strategic documents
should be clear that we are
to become an internally
collaborating organisation

All SMT future planning must be based on the
opportunity that internal collaboration can
bring to the organisation

Proof will be required why not collaborating is
more efficient or effective than collaborating.
Non-collaborational policies, strategies or
plans will need to be signed off at CEO level

Board, CEO and SMT

All performance appraisal
documents for use with
management staff

Add to all documents an objective/competence
related to ‘evidencing collaborative working’
across departments

HR and SMT groups

Internal promotional
opportunity advertisements
at all levels

Add to the ‘essentials’ of the role: Ability to
evidence collaborative working across the
departments or services within the organisation

HR

External recruitment
advertisements at all levels

Add to the ‘essentials’ of the role: Ability to
evidence collaborative working either within their
current organisation or with external organisations,
depending on the role requirements
Short-listing preference will be given to those
with collaboration or shared service
experience

HR, Recruitment
Consultancies

New business or change
programme plans

All new business development and change
programmes must be collaboration based
Where it is not collaborative, a clear business
case must be produced to evidence why
collaboration is not applicable. The business
case must be signed off at CEO level

All managers, project
managers and Deputy
CEOs

All procurement requests
over £2,500

All procurement requests above this level will
need to evidence that the purchase has
collaborative benefits for the organisation

Finance Department and all
Heads of Departments and
Services.

Etc…

Examples of using the documentation of your organisation
to change from a silo culture to a collaboration culture
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Tool: CLW6.06
USER LOG

Project
& date tool used

What was the desired
outcome of using this tool?

What actually
happened?

What would you do
differently next time?


